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Innovative abdominal exercises to help tone the abdomen, improve posture, and build a strong back

using the Swiss exercise ball. Offers a 10-minute and 20-minute workout for all levels of fitness.

Shows how the mobility of the ball targets underutilized muscles. Shows how traditional sit-ups and

"ab" machines limit how much abdominal muscles can be trained and also aggravate lower back

pain and neck tension. The exercise ball has long been recommended by doctors, physical

therapists, and Olympic coaches for people suffering from back pain. Now Colleen Craig, author of

the bestselling book Pilates on the Ball, reveals why the exercise ball is unmatched as a tool for

building superb abdominal strength. She presents a selection of over 80 innovative exercises,

including some of the key powerhouse-builders from the Pilates Method, all of which she has

adapted specifically to the ball. Craig shows how traditional sit-ups and "ab" machines actually limit

the degree to which abdominal muscles can be trained and can even aggravate lower back pain

and neck tension. In contrast, the very mobility of the ball targets underutilized muscles, recruiting

both deep and superficial abdominal muscle fibers to enhance results. Abs on the Ball includes

exercises for all ability levels that show how to properly use the breath and how to activate the

correct muscles during a workout--from the core exercises of the Waterfall, Oblique Curls, and Full

Abdominal Curls to the more advanced Side Twist Plank, the Teaser, and Backward Crunch. The

author also offers a 10- and 20-minute workout designed not only to build the abdominal core, but

also to strengthen and train deep muscles in the back and hip in order to soothe lower back pain

and increase overall body strength, balance, and coordination.
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Craig preempts reader doubts about the need for her latest fitness-on-the-ball book with a first

chapter called "Why Another Book on Abdominal Conditioning?" Here, she explains the drawbacks

of some traditional abdominal conditioning methods, the implications of recent research, the benefits

of the Joseph H. Pilates method of core strengthening and the ways that an exercise ball enhances

an abdominal workout. Then Craig takes the reader from the fundamentals of Pilates-based

abdominal work on a ball (from breathing to body parts) and on to basic, intermediate and advanced

exercises. The book concludes with a series of 15 and 30-minute workouts incorporating moves

described in previous chapters. Black-and-white photos clearly illustrate how each exercise should

be done, making this book appropriate even for those with a limited fitness vocabulary. 150 b&w

illustrations. Copyright 2003 Reed Business Information, Inc.

"Ms. Craig offers a refreshing approach to abdominal training while using some of the very effective

and popular Pilates techniques." (Susannah Kent, Vitality Magazine, June 2003)" . . . brings a fresh

element to fitness training that will complement basic exercise collections in both public and

academic libraries." (Deborah Anne Broocker, Library Journal, May 1, 2003)"Abs on the Ball gives

the fitness world an easy-to-follow program to strengthen abdomnal muscles effectively and safely."

(R. John Allcorn, New Age Retailer, September 2003, Vol. 17 No. 5)

Fun workout book. Shows you lots of different ways to use the ball. I would recommend to anyone

getting started with the ball.

I was a little disappointed. I expected more.

I bought a used copy and it came in great condition!! I have utilized a lot of these exercises. But I

haven't used all of them so, its great getting new ideas!!

a really good book of inspiration, no matter what shape one is in presently.

I like this book. Lots of core movements. You have to have different size physioballs though.

Stretches you out. Feel aligned.



this is an absolutely challenging workout if you enjoy a pilates workout. i found the workout and the

results to be most enjoyable. the instructor so thorough and good that i just ordered another dvd

pilates workout by her. you won't be sorry.

The exercises in this book are great--I noticed a difference just from doing the beginner exercises.

You'll need more than the large ball to take full advantage of the book; you'll also need 1 or 2

smaller "gymnic overballs."

After only a few reps, I can feel the work! I like how it builds on moves I am familiar with and has

some new ones in there.
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